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Spontaneous photon scattering by an atomic qubit is a notable example of environment-induced error

and is a fundamental limit to the fidelity of quantum operations. In the scattering process, the qubit loses

its distinctive and coherent character owing to its entanglement with the photon. Using a single trapped

ion, we show that by utilizing the information carried by the photon, we are able to coherently reverse this

process and correct for the scattering error. We further used quantum process tomography to characterize

the photon-scattering error and its correction scheme and demonstrate a correction fidelity greater than

85% whenever a photon was measured.
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The process of spontaneous photon scattering by
electronic superpositions in atoms is a prominent example
of environment-induced decoherence. Error correction of
spontaneous emission errors has been theoretically studied
but mostly for qubit states that are separated by an optical
frequency difference, and where photon emission is due to
direct decay of the qubit excited state [1,2]. Less attention
has been devoted to the more common case where the qubit
levels are both in the ground-state manifold, separated by
the Zeeman or hyperfine interaction, and spontaneous
emission errors occur by optical coupling of the qubit
states to an excited level. Spontaneous scattering of
photons by ground-state superpositions in atoms is an
important source of error in many experimental systems.
Examples include quantum information processing with
trapped ions [3–5] and coherent manipulations of ultracold
gases in optical potentials [6].

Spontaneous photon scattering entangles most spin
superpositions with the scattered photon polarization
[7–9]. In cases where the photon is unmeasured, its degrees
of freedom are traced out, leading to decoherence of the
qubit. In contrast, whenever the photon is measured, this
entanglement can be used as an information resource. Such
atom-photon entanglement was used to demonstrate the
violation of Bell’s inequality with an ion-photon pair [10],
the heralded entanglement of two ions that were separated
by one meter [11], as well as remote atomic state prepara-
tion [12] and the heralded teleportation between two
distant matter qubits [13]. Here, we use atom-photon
entanglement to correct for photon scattering errors.

A scheme of energy levels in 88Srþ, which is relevant for
the photon scattering process in our experiment, is shown in
Fig. 1(b). The qubit is encoded in the j"i ¼ jm ¼ þ1=2i
and j#i ¼ jm ¼ �1=2i electronic spin states of the 5 2S1=2
ground level. Photon scattering is initiated by a weak,
linearly polarized, laser beam that is on-resonance with
the 52S1=2 ! 52P1=2 transition. Here, ion-photon interaction

is governed by the electric-dipole interaction, Hint¼� ~d� ~E.

Since P1=2 is a spin 1=2 manifold as well, the effect of

photon absorption or emission on the spin state can be
described in terms of spin 1=2 operators. From the angular
momentum part of the dipole interaction, we get that the
coupling between the spin manifolds in the ground and

excited orbitals is via ~� � ~E, where ~� is a vector of the
Pauli operators, indicating that the absorption and emission
of a photon are associated with � spin rotations around the
photon electric field direction. Hence, given an initial spin
direction, absorption of a photon transfers the electron to the
P1=2 orbital, while rotating its spin by� around the absorbed

photon polarization direction. The subsequent measurement
of a linearly polarized emitted photon indicates that the
electron has been returned to the S1=2 orbital and that its

spin has been rotated by � around the detected photon
polarization direction.
Formally, given an initial spin superposition, j’i¼�j"iþ

�j#i, a resonant excitation pulse, followed by spontaneous

photon emission in the ~k direction, entangles the spin state of
the ion with the polarization state of the emitted photon. The
resulting ion-photon state can be written as,

jc ~ki ¼
1
ffiffiffi

2
p ðR ~�1

R ~�L
j’i � j ~�1i þ R ~�2

R ~�L
j’i � j ~�2iÞ;

R ~� ¼ ~� � ~� ¼ eið�=2Þ ~�� ~�: (1)

Here, ~�L is a unit vector in the excitation laser polarization

direction, ~�1;2 is a linear basis for the emitted photon polar-

ization, and the lifetime in the excited state is neglected. The
different photon frequencies that are associated with the
different transitions due to their Zeeman shifts are ignored
here since the time resolution of our photo-detectors intro-
duces a frequency uncertainty much larger than this splitting
and can be therefore considered as a quantum erasure for this
degree of freedom [14]. In the absence of information on the
emitted photon polarization, the ion spin state will decohere
to a statistical mixture. However, with a measurement of the
emitted photon polarization in a linear basis, the effect of
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photon scattering can be coherently reversed. In principle,
the probability for successful correction can be very high and
is only limited by the photon detection efficiency. Note that
as long as the absorbed and detected photon polarizations are
linear, photon detection carries information only on the way
the spin evolved in the scattering process but no information
on its pre or post scattering states. On the other hand, if either
the excitation laser polarization or the emitted photon de-
tected polarization is not linear, the electronic spin undergoes
a nonunitary time evolution, corresponding to a projective
measurement,which cannot be reversed [15]. Formally if� is
complex then the operator R� in Eq. (1) is nonunitary and
therefore irreversible.

Our experimental setup is outlined in Fig. 1(a). A single
88Srþ ion is trapped and Doppler cooled in a linear Paul trap.
An externally applied magnetic field of B ¼ 1:25 G along

the ẑ direction defines a quantization axis and separates the
ground state spin levels by !0=2� ¼ 3:5 MHz. The exci-
tation laser beam propagates along a direction perpendicular

to ~B (the ŷ direction) and is polarized along ẑ (�-polarized).
Photons that are emitted along the x̂ direction are collected
by an objective lens with a numerical aperture of 0.31. The
polarization of these photons is measured by two photomul-
tiplier tubes (PMT’s) on the different ports of a polarizing
beam splitter (PBS). Quarter- and half-wave retardation
plates, located in front of the PBS, allow one to measure
the photon polarization in different bases. The total photon
detection efficiency was found to be � ¼ 2:5� 10�3. Each
photon detection event produces two inputs to the control
module which is based on a field-programmable gate array
(FPGA). One input indicates which PMT detects the photon
and the second input records the phase of the local oscillator
(LO), which is tuned to the qubit resonance frequency, at the
time of detection. This phase is obtained using a time-to-
amplitude converter (TAC) that measures the time interval
between the PMT detection signal and the rising edge of
the LO. Spin rotations are generated by means of radio
frequency (rf) pulses. The ion spin state is detected using
electron shelving followed by state selective fluorescence
detection. See Refs. [16,17] for more details.
The experimental sequence is illustrated in Fig. 1(c).

Preparation of the spin initial state is achieved by optical
pumping followed by spin rotation. Aweak 100-ns optical
pulse at 422 nm subsequently excites the ion with a proba-
bility of 0.05–0.1. This sequence is repeated until a photon
is measured. Depending on the measurement of a photon,
the atomic spin state is measured in a chosen basis using
spin rotations and detection. The complete scattering pro-
cess dynamics is unveiled by performing quantum process
tomography [18].
We began by investigating the decoherence of the ion

spin state following photon scattering. Since, during the
experiment, the spin precesses around the external mag-
netic field (ẑ), it is better described in a frame rotating
synchronously with it. In this frame, Eq. (1) is properly
modified by replacing R ~� by a time-dependent rotation
~R ~�ðtsÞ ¼ ei�z!0tsR ~�e

�i�z!0ts , where ts is the photon scat-

tering time. To benchmark our ability to initialize and
measure our spin qubit in different bases, we perform
process tomography without photon scattering [17].
Figure 2(a) shows the process matrix in the absence of
photon scattering and the surface onto which all pure spin
states are mapped in the Bloch sphere picture. The domi-
nant process is clearly the unity process (97% overlap),
whereas the resulting spheroid reasonably resembles the
ideal Bloch sphere. Figure 2(b) shows the process matrix
and the surface onto which all pure states are mapped, for
events where a single photon was measured. The resulting
process matrix is dominantly composed of an incoherent
mixture of 50% unity process, and 25% of � rotations,
each around the x̂ and ŷ directions. This process maps all

FIG. 1 (color). A schematic layout of our experiment.
(a) Scheme of the apparatus. A single Strontium ion is trapped
and laser cooled in a linear Paul trap. Aweak � polarized beam,
resonant with the S1=2-P1=2 transition, excites the ion which then

spontaneously decays by emitting a photon. A photon collection
apparatus consisting of a 0.31 N. A. objective lens, wave-plates,
PBS and PMTs measures the polarization of photons that are
emitted along the x direction. In addition, a TAC records the time
interval between the rising edges of the LO and the PMTwhen a
photon is detected. (b) A diagram of the relevant energy levels in
the 88Srþ ion. (c) Experiment sequence. The spin is prepared in
some state by optical pumping and rf spin rotation; then a photon
is scattered by a weak resonant beam and the spin state is
measured by another spin rotation, followed by shelving and
state-selective fluorescence.
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pure states onto a pancakelike spheroid, with a radius of
0.4 in the Bloch sphere equatorial plane, indicating a severe
reduction in spin coherence. The spheroid width in the ẑ
direction is 0.05, consistent with quantum projection noise,
and a complete mixing of spin populations.

We then characterized the information carried by the
scattered photon polarization and its implication for the
spin state. This analysis is dependent on the choice of
the basis of the polarization measurement. The first linear
basis that we examined was jVi ¼ ẑ and jHi ¼ ŷ. Photons
polarized along jVi can only induce�m ¼ 0 spin transitions
and are therefore identified with elastic Rayleigh scattering.
Photons that are polarized along jHi induce only�m ¼ �1
transitions and are therefore identified with inelastic Raman
scattering (see the diagrams in the central upper part of
Fig. 2). Including absorption, the corresponding rotations

are RV ¼ �z�z ¼ Î and RH ¼ �̂y�̂z ¼ i�̂x. Here, the

resulting ion-photon state in the rotating frame is

jc x̂i ¼ 1
ffiffiffi

2
p ½ð� j"i þ � j#iÞ � jVi þ ið�e�i!0ts j"i

þ �ei!0ts j#iÞ � jHi�: (2)

Rayleigh scattering, therefore, does not change the atomic
spin, whereas Raman scattering induces a � rotation around
an axis that rotates, with an angular frequency !0, in the
Bloch sphere equatorial plane. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the
results of full process tomography for postselected Rayleigh
and Raman photons, respectively. Rayleigh scattering pro-
duces a process matrix with an 87% overlap with the ideal
unity operation, and leaves the Bloch sphere almost intact,
whereas Raman scattering swaps between the Bloch sphere
poles while shrinking its width in the equatorial plane to
almost zero, as expected from complete loss of phase coher-
ence. The loss of phase coherence here is because spin
rotations, due to Raman scattering events, occur at random
times, ts.
Correcting the scattering error will not work unless we

will account for the random times of the scattering event by
measuring the phase �TAC ¼ !0ts. To underscore the role
of �TAC on the spin, we perform a Ramsey experiment in
which a photon is scattered between two �=2 rotations
around the x̂ axis, implemented with in-phase rf pulses and
the results are sorted by their recorded �TAC. As shown in
Fig. 3(a), Rayleigh scattering is independent of �TAC,

FIG. 2 (color). Process tomography of the ion spin at the different stages of the experiment. The results are presented by the surface
onto which all pure states are mapped and the real part of the reconstructed process matrix (the imaginary part is negligible and is not
shown). (a) Without photon scattering. From the process matrix we infer qubit preparation and detection fidelity of 0.97. (b) After post-
selection of single photon scattering in the x̂ direction, photon scattering collapses the Bloch sphere of pure states onto a pancake-
shaped spheroid in the equatorial plane. The process overlap with the ideal identity operation is reduced to 50%. (c) and (d) Separating
the measured result in (b), to jVi (Rayleigh) and jHi (Raman) photon detection events. Rayleigh scattering events leave the Bloch
sphere almost intact, whereas Raman events swap between the sphere poles, while eliminating its width in the equatorial plane almost
completely. Here, the loss of coherence is attributed to the random time of photon scattering events. (e) After applying a correction
pulse that depends on jHi photons detection and with a phase given by�TAC, the resulting overlap with the identity operation increases
to 83%.
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whereas in Raman scattering events, a � rotation around
the rotating axis produces a high-contrast double fringe.

In the next step, we implement a correction scheme that
consists of an rf� pulse that is dependent on detecting an jHi
photon and with a phase that is determined by the TAC
output. This pulse rotates the spin back to its initial state
and reverses the effect of photon scattering.We characterized
our correction scheme using quantum process tomography.
Figure 2(e) presents the results of process tomography fol-
lowing correction. The reconstructed process matrix shows
an 83% overlap with the identity process. The resulting
sphere onto which all pure spin states are mapped indicates
that the collapse of the Bloch sphere due to photon scattering
is largely suppressed. Few technical imperfections contribute
to the infidelity of our correction scheme. These include
multiple photon scattering (3%–7%), dark counts of the
PMTs (� 3%), spin state preparation and detection errors
(� 3%), photon polarizationmeasurement inaccuracy due to
thefinite solid angle (� 1%), inaccuracies of the polarization
analysis setup (� 1%) and uncertainty in the duration that
the spin spends in the excited state (� 1%).

Using a different linear polarization measurement basis
for the photon causes the ion to undergo different rotations.
To study this effect, we chose a second polarization basis

that is rotated by 45� with respect to jHi and jVi: jH0i ¼
ðjHi þ jViÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

and jV0i ¼ ðjHi � jViÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

. Here, follow-
ing the detection of a (jV 0i) jH0i photon, the ion spin is
rotated by an angle of �=2 (counter) clockwise around the
x̂ axis, which, in the rotating frame, rotates in the Bloch

sphere equatorial plane. The evidence for the �=2 rotation
is presented in Fig. 3(b). Here, again, a Ramsey experiment
was performed but now the first Ramsey �=2 pulse, with a
phase given by �TAC, is induced by a photon scattering
event. In the experiment, the ion spin was initialized to j"i,
a photon was scattered, and then a �=2 rotation around the
x̂ direction was applied. As expected, high contrast and
opposite phase Ramsey fringes are observed for jV 0i (blue)
and jH0i (red) photon scattering events. From the fringe
contrast in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) we found that the entangle-
ment fidelity, i.e., the overlap of the density operator we
observed in this experiment and the ideal state in Eq. (2),
was F > 84% [7]. Next, we performed quantum error
correction using photon measurements in the jH0i, jV 0i
polarization basis. Here, the correction pulses were �=2
or ��=2 rotations with a phase given by �TAC. Process
tomography of our correction protocol yielded an error
correction fidelity of 85%.
In conclusion, we have experimentally studied the

dynamics of ground-state spin qubit due to the photon
scattering process. We have shown that photon scattering,
when restricted to linear polarization, generates� rotations
around the excitation laser and the emitted photon polar-
izations. We have further demonstrated that measuring the
scattered photon polarization in a linear basis, allows for
the reversal of photon scattering error. While here photon
scattering is artificially introduced, it simulates real experi-
mental situations where photons are scattered from linearly
polarized laser beams such as spontaneous scattering from
an off-resonance optical dipole trap beam. As in other
heralded schemes in quantum information science, a prac-
tical use of our demonstrated technique demands a sub-
stantial improvement of the photon detection efficiency.
The error model that we have characterized here is com-

prised of all uncorrelated single qubit rotations; thus, the full
5-qubit quantum error correction code (QECC) [19] is
needed in order to protect a ground state qubit against
spontaneous scattering errors. This is in contrast to the
eight-qubits QECC needed to protect against the spontane-
ous decay of the qubit excited state [1]. As we have shown
here, whenever, information about the scattering process is
obtained, the resources needed for QECC can be relaxed. If
the qubit from which scattering occurs is known, then in the
erasure channel, four qubits suffice to correct a general error
[20]. If the direction and time of photon scattering are
known as well, a correction of a � rotation around a known
direction is required. Here, a two-qubit code and parity
check will be sufficient. As we have shown here, with a
measurement of the scattered photon polarization no ancil-
lary qubits are needed and the error can still be reversed.
This research was supported by the Israeli Science
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FIG. 3 (color). A Ramsey experiment on the ion spin with
single-photon scattering. (a) Measuring the photon polarization
in the basis jHi, jVi, Probability to detect the spin in the j"i state
vs the TAC phase, for Rayleigh (blue) and Raman (red) scatter-
ing events separately. The probability of measuring j"i is inde-
pendent of �TAC for Rayleigh scattering, whereas for Raman
scattering, the � rotation around an axis that rotates in the Bloch
sphere equatorial plane, produces a double fringe. (b) Measuring
the photon polarization in the basis jH0i ¼ ðjHi þ jViÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

and
jV0i ¼ ðjHi � jViÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

. Here the ��=2 rotation due to the
photon scattering in the two polarization jV0i=jH0i (blue/red)
substitute the first Ramsey pulse. The small phase shift (0.5 rad
on top the �) is due to uncompensated birefringence in our
polarization analysis setup.
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